Number 165 – September 2020

This informal publication is for the members of C Coy 5 RAR (2nd tour), South Vietnam, 1969/70, and
for the families of those who are no longer with us. It is non-political and is designed for us to have
a laugh at ourselves, re-live our memories, and maintain camaraderie. Formal advice, when needed,
should be sourced from Veterans’ Organisations.

AT THE RAP:
Vince Feenstra, currently hospitalised in Brisbane. We send
our best wishes to our mates who are not as well as they would like to be.
A MESSAGE FROM IRENE HEDLEY: Hello everyone, I am Max Hedley’s wife, Irene. Max
suffered a stroke in 2016 and has been a resident of a nursing home since 2017. He has
since been diagnosed with Vascular Dementia but is doing well at the moment. He always
enjoys receiving his copy of Tiger Tales and thank you for putting him on the Half Circle
mailing list. If anyone would like to contact Max, please call him on 0455 263 398 (Max is
very hard of hearing), or me on 0498 220 103. Our mailing address is PO Box 106, Stirling
North, SA 5710. Thank you, Irene.

The New Claymore Mask
Thanks to Roger Lambert
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A MESSAGE FROM DAVID WILKINS: Company Photos

I have had an encouraging response to the C Company ‘before and after’ photo project. Of
the 240 plus men who served in C Company in 1969-70 we have now acquired photos of
over 120 members, not all the preferred ‘before and after’ double but we’re now accepting
all photos, whether just of your early Army days or just one snapped more recently. As a
result, the project has morphed into as many photos as possible to commemorate all those
who served with C Company.
SO KEEP THE PHOTOS COMING LADS.
I hope to have the layout on the 5RAR website within a few weeks.
Of interest, ‘Legs’ Leggett came across this particularly good photo of Jim McMillan, I
suspect taken during his recruit days. As you know, Jim was tragically killed in action on 31
July 1969.

Jim McMillan.

I’m going to include our 7 KIAs for commemorative purposes and I have reasonably OK
photos of 4 but could you please spread the word that I’m looking for photos of in Vietnam
of:
Les Pettit
Ron Connors and
Paul Smith.
I have also obtained an email address for Eddie Davies and Ray Weston. Don Harrod can
provide you with these on request.
A NOTE FROM YOUR EDITOR: David is doing an unbelievable job of compiling the “Before and
After” photos of C Coy (second tour). This is a mammoth task, and your assistance in providing yours
will be greatly appreciated. If you have not yet submitted yours, please do so ASAP. Thanks, Don

THANKS to Pam Hamlin, who contacted your editor with a special message coinciding with
Vietnam Veterans’ Day 2020. We really appreciate you taking the time to express your
gratitude for the service of us all to Australia in 1969/70. Sincerely, the men of C Company
5RAR.
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Company Intelligence Representative
Preface: Don Harrod asked me to provide an article for our C Coy newsletter Half Circle. I
was one of three Company Intelligence Representatives (Coy Int Rep) during our tour of
Vietnam in 1969/70. The first was Alexander Alexandrovich (Alex) Ilyin and the last was
Paul McQueen (Macca). I took over from Alex before Operation DEERSTALK (12 to 18 April
1969) when Alex returned to Australia at the conclusion of his National Service. Paul took
over from me for Operation BONDI. Previously I had served with 8 Platoon since it was
raised in Holsworthy during 1968.
During this article I will address what the Coy Int Rep did at Nui Dat between operations and
what the Coy Int Rep did in the field on operations.
Between operations
The Coy Int Rep lived in the tent next to the Command Post (CP) which was under the OC’s
hut at Nui Dat. I shared the tent with two of the Company signallers, Cpl Alan Miles and the
late Richard ‘Aussie’ Beale. The location was convenient because we had to do
radio/telephone picquets each night in the CP. The C Coy CP was connected to the Battalion
Headquarters (BHQ) as well as the platoon sentry posts on the perimeter wire. Fortunately,
before I was posted to C Coy, I had been posted to Signal Platoon in Support Company and
had completed the Regimental Signals Course.
During the preparation for the next operation, I would spend time at the Battalion
Intelligence Section at BHQ. The intelligence dutymen had the task of preparing the maps
for the next operation. This included marking the maps with boundaries of the area of
operation (AO) and sometimes the Coy boundaries. The maps were also covered with ‘talc’
which allowed the maps to be marked (e.g. for an Orders Group) and those markings could
be rubbed off later. The talc also provided some protection against moisture.
In addition to maps, the OC would receive intelligence reports (INTREP) and intelligence
summaries (INTSUM) from the task force headquarters and higher headquarters via BHQ.
The INTREPs and INTSUMs would provide the latest enemy dispositions in Phuoc Tuy
Province as well as details on recent contacts. The Battalion was also provided details of
friendly forces in adjoining areas of operation and supporting forces for the next operation.
When available, maps in different scales would be issued to each Coy. This meant a lot of
maps were prepared because each officer (OC, 2IC and Pl Comd), CSM, Pl Sgt and Section
Commander (Sect Comd) were issued at least one map. The prepared maps would be
issued to the attendees prior to the OC’s Orders Group (O Gp) in the OC’s hut above the CP.
After the OC’s O Gp, the Pl Comd would go back and brief their platoon and the CSM would
brief the CHQ personnel and Support Section. See photograph below.
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Photograph: 1: CSM Jack
Lake briefing CHQ
personnel and the
Support Section
Commander (Cpl Guy
Ansell). The author is
next to Guy and behind
the CSM.1

In the field on operations
When CHQ was on the move, the Coy Int Rep followed the two signallers allocated to the
OC. One signaller was on the Battalion (Bn) net and the other was on the Coy net. One of
the reasons that I was close to the OC was that I was his pacer for map reading purposes.
When Maj Ducker arrived in the Coy, and I was allocated the job as Coy Int Rep, he gave me
a ‘clicker’ so that I could count my paces.
A number of people in CHQ carried spare batteries for the signallers’ radio sets but I didn’t.
I carried something else. Maj Ducker had a small command post tent that he could use at
night to read the orders from the CO and so that he could prepare orders to send to the Pl
Comd. The tent was also useful for the signallers in coding and decoding messages.
Although the tent was small, it was unwieldy. I carried it attached to my pack. I noticed
that whenever we came to a creek crossing that I seem to attract photographers (see
below). Perhaps they were expecting me to fall in?

Photograph: 2:
LCpl B. Morgan,
carrying the CP
tent, crossing a
creek. 1
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At night time, I was part of the radio picquet roster. The most difficult thing was to
remember which handset was for which net in the dark until I clipped the Bn net handset to
my right epaulet and the Coy net to my left epaulet.
My other task was to ‘look after’ the Bushman Scout (Chieu Hoi Program) or the South
Vietnamese Army SGT interpreters that might be assigned to the Coy for a particular
operation. The OC did not want them too close to the CP. Another reason was that it was
important that the interpreter wasn’t mistaken for the enemy.
On Operation KINGSTON, C Coy was responsible for handling some Viet Cong (VC) farmers in
the Xuan Son Area. When I took over the Coy Int Rep position, I was told some of the older
Vietnamese spoke French so my school-boy French might come in handy. Unfortunately,
the South Vietnamese Army SGT interpreter’s English was better than my Australian
accented French. I blame the education system as the exams were written rather than
oral. I had the same problem when I travelled to France after I resigned from the Army.
I got on fairly well with the South Vietnamese Army NCO. We would swap rations and he
would prepare a meal for me if I was on picquet. Once I asked him some questions about
why he used a hammock and the next time I saw him at Nui Dat he presented me with a
hammock.

Photograph: 3: Hoi Chan with
Interpreter Sgt Lam (Photograph
courtesy of Paul McQueen)

My other task was to collect documents from enemy killed in action (KIA) and send them
back to Nui Dat, for intelligence purposes, on the next ‘chopper’ i.e. DUSTOFF or resupply.
The documents and sometimes weapons were collected initially by the Platoon involved in
the contact and sent back to CHQ. The Coy Int Rep would tag and bag the captured
documents, recording the details of the capture. Below is a photograph of me with an AK47
captured by one of the C Coy platoons.

Photograph: 4: Coy Int Rep with
a captured AK47

The job of Coy Int Rep involved being parted of a team. At Nui Dat you worked with the Bn
Intelligence Section to prepare for the next operation or you worked with Coy signallers to
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man the Coy radios. In the field, the Coy Int Rep was part of a CHQ team with tasks
including: counting paces for map reading purposes, carrying a CP tent, looking after the
Bushman Scout or the South Vietnamese Army SGT interpreters and tagging any captured
documents and weapons for return to Nui Dat.
Barry Morgan
LCpl
C Coy 1968/69
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------An Historical Paragraph of
President Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address 1865
“With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God gives us to
see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation’s wounds, to
care for him who shall have borne the battle and for his widow, and his orphan, to do all
which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves and with all
nations.”
With the words, “To care for him who shall have borne the battle and for his widow, and
his orphan,” President Lincoln affirmed the government’s obligation to care for those
injured during the war and to provide for the families of those who perished on the
battlefield.
Submitted by Mike Radwell
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DID YOU KNOW? Our One and only Paddy Cahill, the wild Irishman who was also our
Sergeant cook was actually born in Leith, Scotland!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Half Circle was compiled and edited by Don Harrod – donharrod@bigpond.com,
0418 423 313, with help from David Wilkins, Barry Morgan, Mike Radwell, behind-the-scenes
assistance from Gary Townsend (the Tiger Tales Editor), Ted Harrison (the 5RAR Association
Webmaster), supported by The RB Co, and powered by the Lambs Valley Wine Company, Hunter
Valley, NSW.
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